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development into a preeminent center of excellence within BNY Mellon. His insights and
commentaries have made him an indispensable source for financial journalists around the
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Strategy Team
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Jiangang Dou, Vice President and Senior iFlow® and Markets Quant Analyst, BNY Mellon
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As a senior analyst in BNY Mellon Markets, Jiangang focuses on quantitative strategies — his
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markets via iFlow, iFlow Metrics and financial markets price models.
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Samarjit Shankar, Managing Director and Head of iFlow® and Quant Strategies, BNY
Mellon Markets
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and alpha-generating needs of institutional clients globally. He is a macroeconomist and his
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across developed and emerging markets.
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Marvin Loh, Managing Director and Senior Global Markets Strategist, BNY Mellon
Markets
Marvin monitors market, industry and credit developments, and formulates their impact on a
wide range of fixed income asset classes, including rates, corporates, high yield, emerging
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